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Silverstone (SST-CP07)
180° SATA III Cable with

Non-Scratch Locking
Mechanism - 500mm -

White

$9.99
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Short Description

With SATA Revision 3.0 compliant devices now more popular than ever, SilverStone has created two suitable
cables to match the higher bandwidth requirement with the CP07 (with 180° connector) and CP08 (with 90°
connector). Unlike traditional SATA cables with metal clips that lose effectiveness with repeated usage due to
scratching, the CP07 and CP08 achieves secure connection by utilizing precision designed and manufactured
connector. Wrapped in attractive black / white sleeve and metallic layer for EMI protection, these new cables
are great companions for running SATA 6Gb/s capable devices with optimum stability and style.

Description

With SATA Revision 3.0 compliant devices now more popular than ever, SilverStone has created two suitable
cables to match the higher bandwidth requirement with the CP07 (with 180° connector) and CP08 (with 90°
connector). Unlike traditional SATA cables with metal clips that lose effectiveness with repeated usage due to
scratching, the CP07 and CP08 achieves secure connection by utilizing precision designed and manufactured
connector. Wrapped in attractive black / white sleeve and metallic layer for EMI protection, these new cables
are great companions for running SATA 6Gb/s capable devices with optimum stability and style.

Features

￭ Metal-less locking design reduces wear on SATA connector

￭ Beautiful all black / white sleeved cable

￭ Commercial grade components with SATA 6Gb/s transmitting speed

￭ Metallic cable layer for EMI guard

Specifications

Model No. SST-CP07B / SST-CP07W

Color Black / White

Connectors 180 degree

Length 500mm

Transmitting
Speed 6Gb/s
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Additional Information

Brand SilverStone Technology

SKU CP07W

Weight 0.1000

Color White

Cable Type SATA Power Extension

Length 50cm

Vendor SKU/EAN 844761013806


